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English Bench 1800

choice of solid Teak Benches

”.

are a wonderful way to celebrate life,
an achievement, or simply enjoy a view

A classic English styled bench which is designed to last. This prominent heavy
duty bench certainly stands out from other seats. It is built from premium
quality A grade Teak using traditional mortise and tenon joinery, incorporated
into the design are dense scrolled arms, a contoured seat and high backing
to give optimal comfort. This discernible bench will comfortably seat up to four
people and looks striking in any location.

Naturally aged bench

English Bench 1500

Enhance your garden with this graceful heavy gauged English bench which
comfortably seats up to three people. Being shorter in width than its big
brother it will sit elegantly in smaller areas. It has also been designed with style in
mind with contoured seating, high backing and dense scrolled arms. Crafted from
premium quality grade A Teak using traditional mortise and tenon joinery, this
classic bench will impress and is built to withstand domestic and commercial use.

Lutyen Bench

This breath-taking bench was created by the famous architect “Sir Edwin
Lutyens” in the early 19th century. A highly detailed design with an intricately
built seat and arms, this bench will add elegance and beauty to any setting.
Simply stated when it has turned silver it looks absolutely stunning!

Upgrades & Services

Wood Engraving Service
What better way to commemorate a person or an event with a
personalised wood inscription for your bench. Inscriptions are carved
into the teak of the top rail using a traditional engraving font and will

Brass and Stainless Steel Plaques

be centred. As well as looking impressive, a wood inscription will last
forever and a personalised message adds extra security against theft.

Engrave your heartfelt feelings and loving memories on to either our high
quality Brass or Stainless Steel plagues. If you are looking for a traditional
appearance we recommend the Brass or for a contemporary look, we
recommend the Stainless Steel.
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